I    THE CONTEMPORARY NOVEL
Thi=> section discusses novels written in English
and published since 1945 It consists of two
parts I Introduction II Directory of Novelists
We are helped to appreciate the modern novel
if we understand how it evolved from that of the
nineteenth century The Introduction that
follows therefore summarises some of the im
portant characteristics of English American
and French novels of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and describes some of the
literary and intellectual ideas that seem to have
affected contemporary fiction
It is important to remember that every worth
while novel is an Individual wort of art that
creates its own rules and however stranee a
writer s techniques or subject matter mar seem
we should try to suspend judgement until we have
read his novel for a second or third time Apart
from the obvious difference that plays are written
to be performed and novels to be read the cri
teria of judgement suggested on 17 are as apphc
able to modern fiction a& they are to contem
porary drama
INTRODUCTION
The Mid Nineteenth Century
(a) English and American Novels,
At this tune English novelists were members of
a comparatively secure and stable society which
possessed generally accepted social and moral
standards and the theme of almost all their
writing is the interaction of the individual and
the community Novelists such as George Eliot
Dickens Thackeray and Trollope depict charac
ters who progress towards self knowledge as they
learn to discriminate between the genuine and
the false, the good and the evil in the people and
institutions with which they are brought into
contact Since these writers were as much con
cerned with the presentation of society as of
individuals most of their work contains natural
istic descriptions of the life and manners of their
day and although the main characters of the
Victorian novel are the focal points of its action
as Douglas Hewitt has remarked they are not
central to it in the way that the hero of a tragedy
is central the action is not orientated towards
them
Most English novels of this period are compara
trrely loose and episodic in structure Narrative
is chronological and most writers place themselves
between the reader and the story standing apart
from the characters observing commenting on
and judging their actions and Quite often,
addressing the reader directly
A notable exception to this general pattern is
Wtttheriiyj Heights In both its techniques and
Its view of life Emily Brontfi s novel has more in
common with mid nineteenth century American
fiction than with the woik of her compatriots
and is unique among the English novels of Us
day hi its disregard of society and of social and
moral conventions
American novelists such as Twain Hawthorne
and Melville were interested in the presentation
of individuals rather than of society This was
natural hi a country inhabited by pioneers and
exiles and their descendants who had no common
culture. Like the heroes of tragedies, the main
characters of mid nineteenth century American
novels are central to their action isolated pioneers
and exiles who create their own worlds
 American novelists used chronological narrative
but they generally wrote m the ftrst person and
their techniques were m other wa\s different
from those of most of their English contemporaries
and characterised by the use of allegory and
symbolism
In both countries novelists wrote for a middle
class public and like their readers they saw
fiction as a mode of entertainment and or in
struction However in Trance other ideas were
being born which were to affect both the form and
content of twentieth century English and Amen
can fiction and lead many writers to think of
novels as primarily works of ait
(W French Novels
flautler and /Estheticism
As early as 1825 Gautier had said that a writer
must concern himself only with perfecting the
style and form of his work and that this was
impossible if he considered   the needs of society
civilization    or    progress      Later he wrote
A beautiful form is a beautiful idea    implying
that a novelist could treat any subject no matter
how sordid or painful so lonj, as he embodied it
in a beautiful work of art
F'aubert and Realism
Flaubert a leading member of the Realise
school felt that novelists must strive to be im
personal adapting their style to their subject
matter for only thus could they write realis
tically He believed that it helped novelists to
be objective if they based their work on scientific
documentation and said It is necessary to
discuss the human soul with the [same] unperson
ahty that one uses in. [the study of] physical
sciences To the public who were shocked by
Flaubert s unconventional subject matter real
istic became a term signifying moral disapproval
EealMie is now used of (i) novels of working
class hfe such as Sillitoes Saturday Night and
Sunday Mormng (ii) any frank treatment of the
physical aspects of hfe or of painful or sordid
subjects as in Mailer s The Naked and the Dead
Our use of the term has been Influenced by
Marxist theory and by the writing of the Natural
ists
Zola and Naturalism
Zola and his followers called themselves
Naturalists because although they agreed with
Flaubert that novelists should aim at objectivity
they wanted to produce slices of life rather
than works of art Zola was stimulated by
new scientific ideas and particularly interested in
the effects of heredity and environment upon
character He inclined to the theory that
character is largely determined by environment
and wrote of the former in terms of the latter
Fascinated by the sordid side of nineteenth
century life he tended to concentrate on It to the
exclusion of all else and stimulated interest m the
portrayal of moral degradation brutality and
sciualor In England the National Vigilance
Society waged a vigorous and unsuccessful
campaign against the publication of translations
of such corrupt literature !
1880-1810
This  period  introduced some  of  the most
popular kinds of modern novel  inspired by the

